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This single headed drum is not only lighter but
also much louder than common models and can
be tuned at a lower pitch. It is also best suitable
for the usage as bass tom.

Models for these field drums were the instruments
of the mercenary troops of the 15th And 16 Century.
With the development of her ultra-light drums in the
year 2000, Lefima sets standards also at field drums.
The sensationally low weight is completed by a
voluminous sound and modern tension screw tech-
nology. Colours and designs orientate at the che-
ckered clothes of the soldiers.

Design features

Ultra-light built waterproof bonded plywood shell with integrated overtone filter, chromed triple-flanged rims respectively wood rims,
ring muffler, 2 carrying rings, tuning key

—-> please click here for more colors

Item-# Shell/Bowl (Inch) Shell/Bowl (cm) Batter head Snare head Tension Screws Hoop mateial Weight (lbs / kg)

ML-LUL-1419-1HM 14" x 19" 35,5 x 48,0 PinStripe ohne / without 6 Metall / Metal 2.5

ML-LUL-1424-1HM 14" x 24" 35,5 x 60,0 PinStripe ohne / without 6 Metall / Metal 2.9

ML-LUL-1519-1HM 15" x 19" 38,0 x 48,0 PinStripe ohne / without 8 Metall /Metal 2.9

ML-LUL-1524-1HM 15" x 24" 38,0 x 60,0 PinStripe ohne /without 8 Metall /Metal 3.4

ML-LUL-1619-1HM 16" x 19" 40,6 x 48,0 PinStripe ohne / without 8 Metall /Metal 3.4

http://custom.lefima.de/en/ultraleicht-double/
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Product Features

Mini Lugs made from light metal
In the design of the ultra-light lugs two things stood in the fore: sturdiness and low self-weight.
The used aircraft aluminium ha...

Equipment

PinStripe Extra
By a special edge bonding of both films high frequency overtones are damped for warm reso-
nance. The head features moderate attack ...

Additional Equipment

Wooden Rims
For all who prefer ultra-light
drums with  wooden rims get
the advantages of the UNS
unbeatable edge protector.

Scratch Protection
The brilliant-hue „white“ and
the satin-hues „Melon, Orange
Flasch, Smoke, Chilli, Alert,
Mamba, Lizard, Royal, Batt-
leship, Deep S...

Accessories
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Rucksack Bag
Our soft-bags for drums are
super padded and thus almost
perform the task of cases. The
surface material is resistant
Kortexin™. W...

Carrying Slings for Parade
Snare Drums
Self-balancing carabiners pre-
vent that the sling from cutting
into the body.Available in black
or white or with integrated s...

Plug & Play Carrier
As the name “Plug & Play”
implies - simplicity is the key
to this carrier system: Extre-
mely comfortable to carry and
easy to a...

ZDH Carrier
Adequate AdaptersThis adapter
operates with any drum, which
possesses a multi angel car-
rying bar. Contrary to o...

Multi-angle Carrying Bar
Traditionally field drums are
played at the side of the body.
For this reason two carrying
rings are attached to the shell
in whic...

Carrying Bar
Traditionally field drums are
played at the side of the
body.Who prefers carrying the
instrument like a parade drum in
front...

Multi-angle Carrying Bar
Traditionally field drums are
played at the side of the body.
For this reason two carrying
rings are attached to the shell
in whic...

Snap-on Lyre
Clamp directly at the rim, vibrati-
on-decoupled; individual
snap-on positioning.The inclina-
tion of this model is adjustable.
...

Black PinStripe Extra
Two-ply, black

Add-on Rim Protectors
This edge protector consists of
an extremely impact resistant
plastic covered steel netting.
Simply clipped onto the rim
edge it p...
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Often Marching people : Appropriate indicated instruments and accessories are especially suitable for professional mar-
ching drummers who frequently walk long distances with their equipment. The design esp...

Black Hardware: On request, this drum can be delivered also with black hardware. Dependant on the model, this concerns
tension screws, claws, rims and lugs.

Transport Friendly : This article can be transported easily by either a very compact design or a volume that can be scaled
down.

Comfortabel: This article features a high comfort concerning carrying and handling.

Plywood shell: Our unique bonded plywood guarantees absolute roundness and remarkable light weight coupled with
super sturdiness. Our specially formulated acoustic adhesive allows cross ply vibra...

Back Preserving: Because of either a low weight or an ergonomic design this article is especially back preserving.

Black Batter Head: On request, this drum can be delivered with black batter head.

Ultra-leicht: Right at the beginning of the 20th century Lefima set completely new benchmarks with the ultra-light drums in
the field of marching percussion. The use of alternative materia...
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This single headed drum is not only lighter but
also much louder than common models and can
be tuned at a lower pitch. It is also best suitable
for the usage as bass tom.

Models for these field drums were the instruments of
the mercenary troops of the 15th And 16 Century.

With the development of her ultra-light drums in the
year 2000, Lefima sets standards also at field drums.
The sensationally low weight is completed by a volu-
minous sound and modern tension screw technology.
Colours and designs orientate at the checkered clo-
thes of the soldiers.
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Space for your notes

© Copyright Lefima GmbH 2024. Lefima & Aehnelt Percussion, Barbaraweg 3, 93413 Cham - Telefon / Phone: +49-9971-7604-0.


